Tele

Moreno’s word Tele was an expression novel to me
Something that only the Greek gods knew.
Until my tele-photo vision
Let the dictionary expose a few.

Tele is that connection, that
reciprocal involvement with another.
An experience that increases with intimacy
and just exists there with a mother.

Of course, that tele connection
can flow like atomic polarities.
The positive and the negative,
from complimentary to similarities.

Morse coded Tele in the
tele-graph from human to human.
Then concretized it on paper
with the now antiquated Tele-gram.

Tele transforms into sound waves
And we connect on the Tele-phone.
Tele-vision lets us connect unseen
Even when we are alone.

Tele-kinesis is scoffed at yet
we know faith can move mountains.
Tele-pathy can seem even weirder
If you haven’t doubled projective identification.

So I now see that Tele has long been known
And the novelty was really mine.
For even our tele-scopes can map its journey
From a possible beginning of time.

Mirror, double, role reversal
In relationships we’ll resonate.
As Moreno’s prophecy for renewal
Guides us to Tele-communicate.
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